S-1™
HOT STICK CLEANER AND WATER-REPELLENT WIPE

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

For the Maintenance and
Protection of Live-Line Hot Sticks
and Fiberglass Tools
Polywater® S-1™ Wipes help meet
the daily requirement to inspect
and clean hot sticks prior to each
use. The wipes safely remove
contaminants that contribute to
tracking hazards, and then leave
tools with a protective silicone
and coats telescoping sticks for
easier extension, and fiberglass
rodders so they glide into
conduits without sticking.

• COMPLIANT
Meets IEEE Std #978 and
OSHA 29 CFR Part 1910 guidelines
• EFFECTIVE
Removes grease, dust, and grime
while leaving a protective waterrepelling silicone layer
• BEADS WATER
Silicone coating prevents
continuous conductive water
film on hot sticks in wet or
humid weather conditions
• GEL COAT SAFE
gel coat on live-line tools
• CONVENIENT
Clean and protect with
one-time-use towelettes
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Polywater ® S-1™— Hot Stick Cleaner and Water-Repellent Wipe
CATALOG #

PACKAGE DESCRIPTION

S-1

Saturated 8” x 12” (20 cm x 30 cm) Wipe

UNITS/CASE

144

SPECIFICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS
• Safety Guidelines: Existing regulations mandate that “each live-line tool shall be wiped clean and visually
inspected for defects before use each day,” noting that a hot stick can become electrically unsafe because of a
combination of wetting, surface contamination, and a loss of surface gloss. The best defense against accidents
is a clean, glossy stick that causes water to bead up.
• IEEE Maintenance Standard #978: States that the best way to clean a stick is to use isopropyl alcohol followed
by a silicone wiping cloth. The S-1 cleverly combines both alcohol and silicone in a one-step process.
• Versatile:
bracing arms, cutters, and jumper holders.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: The statements here are made in good faith based on tests and observations we believe to be
reliable. However, the completeness and accuracy of the information is not guaranteed. Before using, the end-user
should conduct whatever evaluations are necessary to determine that the product is suitable for the intended use.
American Polywater expressly disclaims any implied warranties and conditions of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose. American Polywater’s only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product proven to
be defective. Except for the replacement remedy, American Polywater shall not be liable for any loss, injury, or direct,
indirect, or consequential damages resulting from a product’s use, regardless of the legal theory asserted.
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